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The level of structure I anticipate establishing is (check one):  ❏ High    ❏ Medium    ❏ Low

classrooM ManageMent anD Discipline plan ( 1  o f  3 )

Guidelines for Success Posted Rules

Attention Signal

CHAMPS Expectations for Classroom Activities and Transitions

Encouragement Procedures (See Chapter 7, Motivation, and Chapter 8, Classwide Motivation.)
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Teacher _________________________________    School Year ________    Room No. _______    Grade Level _____
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Correction Procedures for Misbehavior (both early-stage corrections and rule violation consequences)

Beginning and Ending Routines

1.  Routine for how students will enter the room:

2.  Routine for how students will be instructionally engaged while attendance is taken and for how opening 
business is conducted:

3.  Routine for dealing with tardy students:

4.  Routine for dealing with students who come to class without necessary materials:

5.  Routine for dealing with students returning after an absence:

6.  Routine for wrapping up at end of day/class:

7.  Routine for dismissal:

classrooM ManageMent anD Discipline plan ( 2  o f  3 )
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Procedures for Managing Independent Work Periods

Procedures for Managing Student Work

1.  Procedures for assigning classwork and homework:

2.  Procedures for collecting completed work:

3.  Procedures for keeping records and providing feedback to students:

4.  Procedures and policies for dealing with late and missing assignments:

classrooM ManageMent anD Discipline plan ( 3  o f  3 )
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	Reset: 
	Teacher: Mrs. King
	School Year: 11-12
	Room No: 562
	Grade Level: 4
	Check Box1: Off
	Check Box2: Yes
	Check Box3: Off
	Guidelines: (SCHOOLWIDE EXPECTATIONS)RespectOn TimeAccountabilityResponsibility
	Posted Rules: Arrive on time with your materialsKeep hands, feet and objects to selfFollow directions the first time givenComplete your work    
	Attention Signal: Use a quiet voice to say, "Your attention please".  Raise hand and keep in the air until class is quiet.
	Expectations: See my attached CHAMPS plans
	Correction: Early-stage corrections for classroom managed behavior:            Consequences for rule violation include:proximity control                                                                              End of line for lunch, recess or dismissalverbal reminders                                                                              In class time out (for behavior not escape motivated)discussion                                                                                        Completing an Action Plan for misbehavior                                                                                                         Family contact                                                                                                          
	Encouragement: Frequent greetings and friendly interactionsBehavior specific praiseDelivery of tokens and access to a classroom treasure box that has a variety of coupons for activities such as teacher helper, sitting with a friend, handing out papers, additional 5 minutes of computer, reading a favorite book, line leader, playing a favorite game, getting a positive note home, etc.  I will have a list with token cost for each item posted and visible to the   I will have a 4:1 RATIO of positive to negative interactions.Whole class rewards such as playing music during a work period.  I will use the CHAMPS whole class point sheets for rewarding group behaviors.  For the first month of school I will focus on rewarding the class for following my CHAMPS expectations during transitions such as lining up appropriately the first time, moving to different centers, and transitioning to areas outside of the classroom. 
	Routine 2: I take attendance using a seating chart while students continue to work on the Morning Starter.  After taking attendance, we discuss the Morning Starter, go over the schedule for the day, take care of announcements, and discuss the weather.  Within 5 minutes of the bell , we start with Reading.
	Routine 3: Any students who are late go to the folder by the pencil sharpener and fill our the Tardy Slip that indicates if it is an excused or unexcused tardy, then take their seats and join the class activity.  I wait until the class is engaged in independent work, then go to the tardy folder.  If the tardy was unexcused, I go and talk to the student.
	Routine 4: If students do not have a pencil, they may quietly get up and borrow a pencil from the can on my desk that contains sharpened golf pencils and pencil stubs.  I also keep notebook paper if a student needs it.  If borrowing becomes habitual, I plan to talk with the student and the family.
	Routine 5: If a student is absent on a Monday, he goes to the "Absent-What you missed!" basket and gets the Weekly Assignment Sheet that lists all assignments due that week.  When students complete missing work, they turn that work into the "Completed Assignments" basket.  The due date for work after absences is equal to the number of days absent.
	Routine 6: I schedule five minutes at the end of the day to: (a)Make sure the class is reasonably clean and litter is picked up. (b)Make sure that students are clear on homework assignments due in coming days. (c)Provide positive feedback on what went well today.  (d)Set goals for improvement for tomorrow.  If time permits, I have volunteers share "Something I Learned Today is"
	Routine 7: Students know that the ringing bell is for me, not for them.  After the bell rings and the class is calm and quiet, I excuse them by table groups.  I tell them, "I look forward to seeing you tomorrow," as they exit.  
	Student Work 1: At the start of each week, I provide an assignment sheet that specifies all the things that need to be completed and turned in for each day during that week.  This specifies both class assignments and homework.  It includes a place for students to check off each assignment after it is handed in.  Students know that they have: (a) math homework every mon, tues, and wed; (b)a writing assignment assigned on Tues and due on Thurs; and (c) a spelling list assigned on Mon with a test on Fri.
	Student Work 2: I collect homework during the Morning Starter activity by having students place their homework on their desks as I come around and collect it.  Any student who does not have homework completes a Zero Slip and turns that in to me.  Classwork is placed in the "Assignment Completed" basket by the windows.  I conduct random checks of assignment sheets and students' records of what has been turned in.
	Student Work 3: I enter scores for all assignments as I grade them.  My goal is to get graded work back to students the next day or, at the latest, two school days after completion.  Each week, students get a printout that specifies their current grade averages and a list of any missing assignments or homework.  They take this sheet home and have their family sign it.
	Student Work 4: Any late assignment (other than those late due to absences) immediately loses 10% of the possible point value.  A student has up to one week to make up assignments; after that it becomes a zero in the grade book.  A student who begins to exhibit a chronic pattern of late or missing assignments will have a student/teacher/family conference.  If the conference does not solve the problem, the situation will be referred to the Problem-Solving Team to assist in setting up an intervention plan.
	Routine 1: I greet students at door and shake hands as they enter.  Students go directly to seats and begin working on our Morning Starter on the board, which they can work on individually or quietly with their table partners.  If a student is high energy or upset, I ask that she speak with me while others are entering.  I let that student enter after she is calm.
	Independent Work: On all but the easiest review assignments, we complete the first part of the task as a class (guided practice) to make sure students know what is expected.  If a small group of students is likely to struggle with an assignment, I work directly with those students while the rest work independently.  Independent work times are never scheduled for more than 30 minutes at a time, with teacher-directed or cooperative groups scheduled to create variety.   CHAMPS expectations for Independent Work are posted so if a student is not meeting expectations, I can simply point to the CHAMPS Chart. Students can get assistance by quietly asking another student.  If they have asked two students, they can come and join the small group I am working with.  If I am circulating, they can put up their Please Help Flag.


